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On any given day, the U.S. Customs Border 
Protection (CBP) agency will process more than 
70,000 truck, rail and sea containers that arrive 
at the border. This is in addition to the 12 million 
pounds of air cargo that cross U.S. borders via 
passenger jet. While every shipment traveling via air 
is required to undergo a physical screening, only a 
small percent of ground or water-based shipments 
will be subject to a physical examination. But every 
shipment, regardless of how it arrives at the border, 
will be held accountable for complying with security 
mandates, filing required paperwork, and meeting 
all duty and fee obligations.

Clearly, U.S. border agents have their hands full, 
and the situation is replicated on the other side of 
the northern border, with Canadian agents faced 
with a growing number of compliance mandates 
accompanying each shipment. The situation has 
been exacerbated in recent years, as the two 
governments have intensified efforts to secure their 
borders through increased attention on inbound 
shipments, and the international supply chains that 
bring those shipments to their borders. 

It’s no wonder then, that border clearance delays 
are a significant source of concern for businesses 
on either side of the border. 

U.S. and Canadian officials are keenly aware 
of the need to address what has been called a 
“thickening of the border.” Each government has 
developed programs to facilitate compliance and 
to some extent, harmonize processes to minimize 
redundancies in documentation requests, and 
review processes.

These initiatives, known as “trusted trader” 
programs, rely on voluntary participation of 
private businesses, and seek to reward qualified 
participants with expedited clearance, minimized 
chances of “random” inspections and other 
benefits. 

As the following discussion will reveal, a savvy 
business can facilitate its interaction with customs 
agencies though use of these trade facilitation 
programs. Businesses willing to commit the 
time and resources necessary to undergo a 
rigorous application process, generally find 
the benefits to far outweigh the initial cost and 
inconvenience. The right logistics partner can 
help ensure that a business is fully aware of all 
trusted trader programs, and taking full advantage 
of all opportunities to streamline its U.S./Canada 
processes.

Introduction

Introduction

http://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/stats/typical-day-fy2014
http://www.tsa.gov/stakeholders/tsa-implements-first-milestone-screening-all-cargo-passenger-planes
http://www.tsa.gov/stakeholders/tsa-implements-first-milestone-screening-all-cargo-passenger-planes
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In November 2001, just two months after the 9/11 terrorist 

attacks, the United States government sought to gain control 

of the nation’s borders via a program intended to minimize 

the risk of any future attacks. Specifically, the government 

sought to work in unison with the nation’s business and 

transportation communities to gain insight into precisely what 

shipments were arriving at the borders, and information about 

international businesses from which U.S. businesses were 

purchasing supplies. The program, Customs-Trade Partnership 

Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) was launched initially with just 

seven participants. Today more than 10,000 businesses have 

signed on, representing businesses involved with all aspects 

of international trade, ranging from importers to transportation 

providers to customs agents. 

C-TPAT is based on the premise that if U.S. businesses agree 

to verify the safety of their supply chains, plus the security of 

all their U.S. and international suppliers’ supply chains, border 

agents will be able to spend scarce resources on non-certified 

shipments arriving at the border. 

Businesses interested in C-TPAT membership must undergo 

an extensive review process. An applicant must submit 

detailed paperwork about all aspects of its supply chain, and 

must also undergo rigorous on-site evaluations. In addition, 

C-TPAT members agree to purchase, at their own expense, 

C-TPAT-compliant technology and hardware, at a price that 

can run into the hundreds of thousands of dollars.

In exchange, CBP offers certain benefits and privileges:

•	Reduction in CBP Inspections. Although CBP 

has significantly increased the number of shipment 

inspections taking place at the border, C-TPAT 

members are four-to-six times less likely to be 

subject to a random inspection. This means that 

incidences of inspections for businesses that are not 

C-TPAT members have increased.

•	“Front of the Line” access for shipments that are 

chosen for inspection. C-TPAT shipments that are 

selected for review are permitted to move ahead of 

any non C-TPAT shipments awaiting review. This 

benefit can mean a significant time and monetary 

savings, depending on how many shipments are in 

the queue.

•	FAST Lane Access. C-TPAT members are 

permitted to use special lanes at border crossings 

designated for Free and Secure Trade (FAST) 
program participants.

•	Marketability. C-TPAT membership is increasingly 

becoming the industry norm, and businesses that 

do not participate run the risk of losing out as more 

and more companies require their partners to be 

C-TPAT members. In addition, C-TPAT members 

enjoy enhanced stature and favorable marketing and 

reputation boosts.

U.S. Trusted Trader Programs

U.S. Trusted Trader Programs

•	Reduction in CBP Inspections

•	“Front of the Line” access 

•	FAST Lane access

•	Competitive/Marketing Advantage

•	Access to CBP Personnel

KEY C-TPAT BENEFITS

http://www.cbp.gov/border-security/ports-entry/cargo-security/c-tpat-customs-trade-partnership-against-terrorism
http://www.cbp.gov/border-security/ports-entry/cargo-security/c-tpat-customs-trade-partnership-against-terrorism
http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/C-TPAT%20Program%20Benefits%20Guide.pdf
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•	Business Continuity. In the event of a national 

emergency that necessitates shutting down air, 

land, and sea entry points, C-TPAT members  

will be given priority access once CBP resumes 

shipment processing.

•	Assigned supply chain specialist to discuss  

security issues.

•	Access to web-based C-TPAT portal system and 

“public library” of related materials, including 

directory of all C-TPAT members.

Importer Self-Assessment
In 2002, the year after C-TPAT was introduced, CBP 

introduced the Importer Self Assessment (ISA) program, which 

asks importers to conduct self-assessments of compliance 

protocols. In exchange for voluntary participation, businesses 

are exempted from certain CBP audits. Participation in C-TPAT 

is a prerequisite for consideration as an ISA member.

In recent years, the two U.S. trusted trader programs have 

come under criticism from participants who claim the expected 

benefits have not sufficiently materialized, and that the costs of 

complying with the programs have not been borne out by any 

advantages to their supply chains. A 2012 survey by American 

Shipper magazine found only 11 percent of 141 shippers 

polled said they were receiving all the trusted trader benefits 

they were expecting, while 20 percent reported seeing no 

benefits at all.

In addition, the survey found that “audit fatigue” had set in 

among international manufacturers forced to comply with 

repetitive, and extensive audit requests from U.S. retailers and 

their third party auditors. Shippers also complained about the 

lack of coordination among the roughly 50 U.S. government 

agencies that exert some degree of control over border 

clearance processes.

U.S. Trusted Trader Programs
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Source: American Shipper Import and Compliance 

Benchmark Survey, August 2013.

http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/isa_hb_3.pdf
http://digital.americanshipper.com/i/145550/26
http://digital.americanshipper.com/i/145550/26
http://www.customsnow.com/blog/category/c-tpat/
http://www.joc.com/regulation-policy/customs-regulations/us-customs-regulations/new-us-customs-program-addresses-c-tpat-criticism_20140708.html
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Partly in response to these concerns, CBP is launching a new 

program, called Trusted Trader. According to the Federal 

Register notice announcing the program, Trusted Trader will 

be offered as a collaborative program by CBP and the U.S. 

Food and Drug Administration and the U.S. Consumer Products 

Commission (CPSC). 

According to legal analysis, the Trusted Trader program will 

“unify” C-TPAT and ISA—and eventually make ISA obsolete. 

Companies will still have the option to apply for C-TPAT and 

opt out of the Trusted Trader program, but ISA will be replaced. 

The Trusted Trader program will also seek to expand voluntary 

participation by offering incentives that go beyond those 

currently offered via C-TPAT and ISA.

The Trusted Trader program will be in a “pilot” stage through 

2015. A report in the Journal of Commerce notes that the 

new program promises several attractive benefits, including 

reduced FDA and CPSC inspections—the two agencies “which 

are often the main culprits of cargo processing delays.” Other 

benefits include:

•	Release of non-affected containers listed on the 

same manifest as a container held for inspection.

•	Increased likelihood that customs-related penalties 

will be reduced or waived.

Simplified Entry
Also known as “cargo release,” Simplified Entry is currently 

in the development process, and is intended to expedite the 

release of goods while eliminating redundancies and allowing 

documents to be filed earlier in the process. 

Simplified Entry was originally tested on air cargo, but in 

2014 was expanded to included cargo transported via truck. 

Participation in C-TPAT is a prerequisite for Simplified Entry. 

According to CBP, “instead of filling out 27 data fields and 

waiting until manifest information from the carrier is available 

to include on the entry, brokers or importers/self filers can 

submit the entry at any time prior to arrival in the United 

States, and are only required to submit 12 data elements (plus 

three optional ones).”

Going forward, a filer will submit the Simplified Entry as soon 

as the required information becomes available. With this 

advanced filing, CBP will have a greater opportunity to review 

the data and, if additional information is required, resolve any 

issues before the cargo arrives, resulting in fewer goods held 

on arrival.

U.S. Trusted Trader Programs

The Trusted Trader program will “unify” 

C-TPAT and ISA—and eventually make 

ISA obsolete. Companies will still have 

the option to apply for C-TPAT and opt 

out of the Trusted Trader program,  

but ISA will be replaced.

Source:  Customs and International Trade Law Blog, 

June 25, 2014

https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2014/06/16/2014-13992/announcement-of-trusted-trader-program-test
http://www.customsandinternationaltradelaw.com/2014/06/articles/import/are-you-a-trusted-trader-c-tpat-is-no-longer-enough/
http://www.joc.com/regulation-policy/customs-regulations/us-customs-regulations/new-us-customs-program-addresses-c-tpat-criticism_20140708.html
http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/day2_entry_3.pdf
http://www.customsnow.com/blog/category/simplified-entry/
http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/day2_entry_3.pdf
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Certified Cargo Screening Program
Beginning in 2010, the U.S. Congress mandated that all 

cargo transported on U.S. passenger aircraft be screened for 

explosives. The screening requirement, one of many security-

focused actions taken by Congress in the aftermath of the 

2001 terrorist attacks, posed a significant challenge to the 

airline industry, since no cargo was screened prior to that 

time. In response, the Transportation Security Administration 

developed the Certified Cargo Screening Program (CCSP) to 

help industry reach the 100 percent screening objective. The 

program relies on networks of “Certified Cargo Screening 

Facilities,” which enable logistics providers and shippers 

to pre-screen cargo prior to its arrival at the airport. Pre-

screened cargo is able to bypass the queue of non-screened 

shipments awaiting review by TSA agents, and move directly 

to the boarding process. By allowing this screening to take 

place further up the supply chain, the program helps minimize 

airport delays.

Companies eligible to participate in CCSP include logistics 

providers, airlines, manufacturing facilities, warehouses and 

distribution centers. Companies must adhere to stringent 

security requirements set by the TSA, and must meet other 

requirements including:

•	Screen cargo at the piece level

•	Permit onsite validations and periodic inspections

•	Initiate and maintain the integrity of cargo through 

chain of custody measures

•	Adhere to stringent security requirements  

set by a TSA program

•	Pay all associated administrative costs. 

•	Purchase and install TSA-approved screening 

equipment

•	Hire and train necessary personnel.

100 percent screening is the new normal for businesses  

that ship cargo on passenger jets. CCSP provides a supply 

chain-based solution for managing a process that can be 

unwieldy, and includes benefits including:

•	Avoid lengthy airport delays

•	Screen cargo where it is packaged

•	Avoid having to de-palletize shipments for airport-

based TSA personnel.

U.S. Trusted Trader Programs

http://www.tsa.gov/certified-cargo-screening-program
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Similar to the U.S., Canada implements programs designed 

to gain the voluntary cooperation of the business community 

in seeking to secure its borders. The Canada Border Services 

Agency (CBSA) currently offers two separate programs: 

Partners in Protection (PIP), which similar to the U.S. C-TPAT 

program is a supply chain-focused security program; and 

the Customs Self-Assessment (CSA) program which offers 

expedited release and streamlined accounting processes for 

qualified importers, carriers and drivers.

Partners in Protection (PIP)
PIP is a voluntary joint program between private industry and 

the CBSA that is designed to enhance border and supply chain 

security. The program was initially introduced in 1994 with a 

primary focus on promoting awareness of and compliance with 

customs regulations among members. After the 2001 terrorist 

attacks, its focus shifted toward supply chain security, and 

PIP membership became a prerequisite for other programs 

including Customs Self Assessment (CSA) and Free and 

Secure Trade (FAST). In 2008, PIP received another overhaul, 

which included changes to ensure compatibility with the U.S. 

C-TPAT program, and other global trade security programs.

Participating businesses undergo a rigorous application and 

screening process, and if approved, agree to implement and 

adhere to high security standards throughout their supply 

chains. In exchange, PIP members are considered “trusted 

traders,” and entitled to key benefits including:

•	Access to CBSA security assessments,  

awareness sessions and expertise.

•	Recognition as a “trusted trader” upon arrival  

at the border, which can save time.

•	Reduced risk score, which can result in a lower 

examination rate at the border.

•	Access to CBSA’s Trusted Trade Portal,  

which allows for easy access to all  

membership documents.

•	Eligibility to apply for the Free and Secure Trade 

(FAST) program, which offers access to designated 

lanes at certain border crossings.

•	Eligibility to participate in the CBSA’s Courier 

Low Value Shipment (LVS) program, which offers 

streamlined processing of shipments valued  

at no more than CAN$2,500, and expedited  

release for couriers.

•	Mutual recognition status with similar international 

trusted trader programs including: The Unites 

States’ C-TPAT program; Japan’s Authorized 

Economic Operator program; Korea’s Authorized 

Economic Operator program, and Singapore’s 

Secure Trade Partnership (STP) program.

To facilitate the application process, in 2014 CBSA launched 

a Trusted Trader Portal (TTP), through which a business can 

establish an account and submit an application. Among other 

things, the TTP will allow an applicant to complete a Security 

Canadian Trusted Trader Programs

Canadian Trusted Trader Programs
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KEY PIP BENEFITS

http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/agency-agence/reports-rapports/ae-ve/2014/ettp-epnf-eng.html
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/security-securite/pip-pep/menu-eng.html
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/agency-agence/reports-rapports/ae-ve/2011/pip-pep-eng.html
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/security-securite/pip-pep/about-apropos-eng.html#a1
http://news.gc.ca/web/article-en.do?nid=869169
http://news.gc.ca/web/article-en.do?nid=869169
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Profile for each division of its business, and to respond to 

required requests for detailed information about physical and 

procedural security measures.

Customs Self-Assessment (CSA)
Canada’s “second” trusted trader program is the Customs Self-

Assessment (CSA) program, which was originally implemented 

in 2001. Through CSA, importers that maintain a good CBSA 

compliance history, pass a vigorous risk assessment process, 

and demonstrate that proper controls and procedures are in 

place for their records and business systems, can benefit from 

expedited clearance and streamlined recordkeeping processes.

Once approved, a CSA importer is required to self-report 

to CBSA information about its importation processes. CSA 

participants are freed of the responsibility of having to maintain 

separate customs processes and instead, can use its own 

business systems to satisfy CBSA requirements. 

CSA is designed for low-risk, pre-approved importers, carriers, 

and registered drivers. Membership in the CSA program 

simplifies the border crossing process for low-risk shipments 

so that border agents can allocate resources to higher risk 

shipments. In 2013, CSA was expanded to allow participation 

by U.S. businesses with Non-Resident Importer status.

The CSA program was modified yet again, in 2014, to allow 

qualified importers to receive additional benefits. The modified 

program, called CSA-Platinum, allows qualified importers to 

further reduce CBSA compliance verification, by demonstrating 

an even higher degree of internal self-assessment and 

compliance than is necessary for CSA membership.

Both the CSA and CSA-Platinum programs allow CBSA agents 

the flexibility to focus resources on incoming shipments that 

are of higher risk.

Canadian Trusted Trader Programs

http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/prog/csa-pad/menu-eng.html
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/prog/csa-pad/menu-eng.html
http://tradecompliance.ghy.com/tag/customs-self-assessment/
http://tradecompliance.ghy.com/tag/customs-self-assessment/
http://news.gc.ca/web/article-en.do?nid=869169
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Free and Secure Trade Program (FAST)
FAST is a joint initiative between the United States and 

Canada, and the United States and Mexico, that offers 

expedited clearance for low-risk commercial shipments 

crossing the border by truck. FAST is categorized as a  

Trusted Traveler program, and enables border agents to 

work closely with private businesses that voluntarily agree 

to promote border security, combat organized crime and 

terrorism, and prevent smuggling. By allowing expedited 

clearance to low-risk shipments, customs agents can  

better allocate their resources.

Eligible carriers must complete a background check and fulfill 

certain eligibility requirements. CBSA allows FAST benefits to 

participants that are either in PIP or the CSA programs. This is 

actually a change—prior to 2012 CBSA required participants 

to be members of both programs. 

In the United States, any truck using a designated FAST lane 

must be a C-TPAT-approved carrier that is transporting goods 

for a C-TPAT-approved importer.

For both U.S. and Canadian-bound crossings, the driver of the 

vehicle must be FAST-certified.

Benefits of FAST include:

•	Access to dedicated lanes (where available)  

at border crossings for greater speed and efficiency 

•	Reduced number of inspections

•	Enhanced supply chain security 

•	FAST membership card can be used  

as proof of identification

•	Streamlined process that reduces delivery times  

and landed costs of imports

•	Allows border agents to focus  

on higher risk shipments.

NEXUS
Another trusted traveler program is the NEXUS program, which 

allows pre-screened, low-risk travelers to proceed with little 

or no delay into the United States and Canada. Participation in 

NEXUS is generally regarded as a win-win for travelers and the 

government: Individuals benefit from a fast, hassle free border 

clearance, while customs agents can concentrate their efforts 

on potentially higher-risk travelers and goods.

Joint U.S.-Canada Initiatives

Joint U.S.-Canada Initiatives

http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/prog/fast-expres/menu-eng.html
http://www.customsnow.com/blog/category/c-tpat/
http://www.cbp.gov/global-entry/about
http://www.dhs.gov/news/2014/02/24/united-states-and-canada-announce-second-phase-truck-cargo-pre-inspection-pilot
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For as long as there has been U.S./Canada trade, there have 

been calls to find ways to find common ground within the two 

countries’ customs requirements. These choruses have grown 

stronger in recent years, as a “perfect storm” of increased 

security mandates, increased regulatory requirements and 

decreased customs processing capacity have resulted in 

redundancies in paperwork, inconsistencies in procedures, and 

long waits for border clearance.

U.S. President Barack Obama and Canadian Prime Minister 

Stephen Harper in 2011 addressed the dual issues of border 

security and unencumbered trade. The leaders announced 

two initiatives—the Beyond the Border Action Plan and the 

Regulatory Cooperation Council Action Plan with clearly 

defined objectives for working together to increase border 

security, while not infringing on the flow of trade between the 

two countries. Finding opportunities to synchronize security 

and other clearance programs was a stated high priority for 

both governments.

Since then progress has been made in several key areas:

•	Enhanced trusted traveler programs. The 

NEXUS program allows pre-screened U.S. and 

Canadian travelers expedited processing at certain 

air, land and marine ports of entry. Going forward, 

CBP and the CBSA have announced plans to 

increase NEXUS benefits, and streamline the 

membership process.

•	Mutual Recognition of Air Cargo. In May 2012, 

both governments announced a “cleared once, 

accepted twice” principal for air cargo. Under this 

edict, cargo screened on passenger aircraft are 

screened at the point of origin, and no longer must 

be rescreened at the border, or when loaded onto 

an aircraft in the other country.

•	The Customs Self Assessment-Platinum 
program was developed as a direct result of 

the quest for bilateral action. CSA-Platinum is 

available both to qualified CSA participants, 

and also to U.S. businesses that participate in 

Canada’s Non-Resident Importer (NRI) program. 

(The Non-Resident Importer program is available 

to qualified U.S. businesses, and allows them to 

act as “importers of records,” thereby enhancing 

their competitiveness in the Canadian market, 

and increasing their accountability in the customs 

process.)

•	CBSA also launched its online Trusted Trader 
Portal as a result of the Beyond the Border plan. 

The portal allows companies to apply for PIP 

membership online, and for existing members to 

maintain a PIP account. According to the CBSA, 

the portal will play an important role in ongoing 

harmonization of U.S. and Canadian programs: 

“The portal will serve as the foundation for future 

phases of trusted trader enhancements, including 

Harmonization Efforts Between U.S. and Canadian Trusted Trade Programs

Harmonization Efforts Between U.S. and Canadian Trusted Trade Programs

“ Not every logistics provider  

can guarantee to have a shipment 

delivered to another part of the world 

within a matter of hours. And those 

that do must be thoroughly vetted 

before the services are actually 

needed.”

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/12/07/fact-sheet-us-canada-beyond-border-and-regulatory-cooperation-council-in
http://news.gc.ca/web/article-en.do?nid=869169
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the streamlined exchange of program information 

between the Trusted Trader and the U.S. Customs-

Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) 

portals.”

•	Beyond the Border also called for a major new 

infrastructure initiative, to improve and modernize 

highways and bridges that service the many land 

ports of entry that link the two countries. Several 

programs have already been put in place, and a 

detailed “Border Infrastructure Investment Plan” 

was released in late 2014.

•	Launch of numerous pilot programs including a 

“truck cargo pre-inspection” program to test the 

feasibility of allowing CBP agents to operate on 

Canadian soil to inspect U.S.-bound truck cargo as 

a way to reduce border clearance wait times and 

border congestion. Once the pre-inspection program 

is fully tested, it will be rolled out to additional 

border points of entry.

•	Beyond the Border also committed the two 

countries to work toward harmonizing their “security 

cornerstone” programs—PIP and C-TPAT. Work has 

begun, but the programs have yet to be integrated. 

The goal is to harmonize the programs to the extent 

possible, so that U.S. and Canadian businesses can 

apply to both programs using a single application, 

only have to undergo one site visit, have a single 

point of contact, and eliminate the current 

duplication of application processing  

and account management. 

While the U.S. and Canadian governments have hailed the 

progress made to date in streamlining the clearance process, 

not everyone shares that enthusiasm. Complaints have been 

lodged by business associations, transportation groups 

and other stakeholders about the slow pace and lack of 

transparency of the individuals’ involved in carrying out tenets 

of the Beyond the Border initiative. But as progress continues 

to inch along, it’s worth noting that some progress is better 

than none at all, since many expected the 2011 initiative  

to fail before it’s first anniversary.

Harmonization Efforts Between U.S. and Canadian Trusted Trade Programs

http://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/border-infrastructure-investment-plan-december-2014_0.pdf
http://www.dhs.gov/news/2014/02/24/united-states-and-canada-announce-second-phase-truck-cargo-pre-inspection-pilot
http://www.cbsa-asfc.gc.ca/security-securite/pip-pep/mutrec-recmut-eng.html
http://www.ctvnews.ca/business/bilateral-border-efforts-moving-too-slowly-say-both-canada-u-s-stakeholders-1.1513008
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Conclusion

Conclusion

According to U.S.-based trade content provider Customs 

Info, more customs regulations were enacted during the past 

ten years than over the last 100 years. Many of these new 

regulations and mandates are security-related, as today’s 

nations grabble with the realities of international terrorism 

and rising incidences of contraband arriving at their borders. 

However well-intentioned the new programs and mandates 

might be, the net effect has been a more time-consuming 

border clearance process.

Governments seem to be listening to the cries for relief from 

the trade community. The U.S. and Canadian governments, 

for example, which share $700 billion per year in goods 

and services cross border trade, have implemented several 

technology-driven programs to streamline the clearance 

process. These programs, referred to as “trusted trader” 

initiatives, reward private businesses for their voluntary 

cooperation in certifying the safety of their supply chains,  

as well as the supply chains of their suppliers.

More recently, the two governments have sought to harmonize 

programs where possible, in order to avoid businesses from 

having to comply with redundant application and compliance 

processes. Although the pace of harmonization is slower than 

some in private industry would like, each country remains 

committed to finding ways to enhance the border compliance 

process.

Businesses that engage in U.S.-Canada trade could benefit 

greatly from trade facilitation programs, if only they knew 

about them. Staying current about the border compliance 

process can be challenging, and programs meant to facilitate 

the process still require volumes of documentation and 

recordkeeping.

The answer? An experienced logistics provider can ensure 

that a business is taking advantage of all applicable programs, 

and is fully-compliant with all customs-related mandates. With 

the right logistics partner in control, the border compliance 

process can be remarkably beneficial and hassle free.

http://www.customsinfo.com/
http://www.customsinfo.com/
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